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UK Bonsai 
Association 
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org 

 
 
 

Welcome to this month's bulletin. 
We are pleased to say things are looking good 
with regard to events, this month of October we 
have five events confirmed as happening and 
can report on seven events which successfully 
took place last month.  
For those of you brave enough to travel abroad 
next year's Trophy show in Belgium has now 
been confirmed as happening.  
Hopefully with the return of these events and 
the return of most club nights starting to take 
place, we can all put the pandemic firmly 
behind us and move into a more positive 
climate. 
 
The next steering group meeting on Zoom is 
scheduled for Monday 4Oct21 at 1900.hrs.  
 

Virtual UK Bonsai Show 
Spring/Summer 

1Mar21-31Aug21 
Well it’s come to a finish, the Second Virtual 
UK bonsai Show organised by the UK Bonsai 
Association. We would like to thank both those 
who entered trees and pots along with 
everybody who sent in their votes. Obviously 
it’s been more difficult to appreciate trees and 
pots on a virtual platform but whilst the 
pandemic was in full swing it's filled a gap. 
For the sake of fairness in the voting process we 
have not mentioned the owner’s names of any 
trees or pots.  Everybody was voting purely for 
their favourite tree or pot, and not any bonsai 
personalities. Names of the winning entrants 
will be published with their tree or pot, unless 
they request to stay anonymous.  
We will be awarding each of the six categories 
with a first, second and third certificate 
respectively. 
 

Trees 
Chuhin Trees 

 
1st Place = BT002   

Blackthorn  
owned by Brian Wallin 

***** 
 

 
2nd Place = BT043 

Japanese Mountain Maple 
owned by Adrian Taylor 

 

***** 
 

 
3rd Place = BT036 

Japanese Maple  
owned by Brian Mackichan 

 
********************************** 

 

Shohin Trees 
 

 
1st Place = BT028 

Trident Maple  
owned by Sally Harris 

 

***** 
 

 
2nd Place = BT022 

Maple  
owned by Peter Evans 

 

***** 

 
 

 
3rd Place = BT039 

Trident Maple  
owned by Ian Duff 

 
********************************** 

 

Mame Trees 
 

 
1st Place = BT021 

Itoigawa Juniper  
owned by Bill Gordon 

 

***** 

 
2nd Place = BT019 

Chinese Elm  
owned by Bill Gordon 

 

***** 
 

 
3rd Place = BT033 

Firethorn  
owned by Peter Evans 

 
********************************** 
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Pots 
Chuhin Pots 

 
1st Place = BP016 
owned by Jeff Banning 

 

***** 

 
2nd Place = BP025 

owned by Brian Mackichan 
 

***** 

 
3rd Place = BP026 

owned by Paul Bowerbank 
 

********************************** 
 

Shohin Pots 
 

 
1st Place = BP017 
owned by Jeff Banning  

 

***** 

 
2nd Place = BP001 

owned by Tony Remington 
 

***** 

 
3rd Place = BP020 

owned by Ian Ballie 
 

***** 

 

 
 3rd Place = BP024 

owned by Brian Mackichan 
 

********************************** 

Mame Pots 
 

 
1st Place = BP027 

owned by Paul Bowerbank 
 

***** 
 

 
2nd Place = BP004 

owned by Nick Payne 
 

***** 
 

 
3rd Place = BP029. 

owned by MingChen Moreland 
 

********************************** 
 

Bonsai Events 
Oct21 & Nov21 

 
2&3Oct21 Sat & Sun (Confirmed) 
Stourbridge Bonsai Society Display 
At The Birmingham Koi Society Show 
Sandiacre Nursery, 
Himley Lane, Himley, 
West Midlands. DY3 4LN. 
Adm: £3. Times: 1000-1600.hrs 
Contact: Rod White 07780.653905 
Email: rodandy46@gmail.com 
 
9&10Oct21 Sat & Sun (Confirmed) 
Sutton Bonsai Show 
RHS Wisley Gardens 
Wisley Gardens, Wisley Lane, 

Wisley, Surrey. GU23 6QB. 
Adm: tba. Times:1000-1630.hrs 
Contact: Andy Jordan 07958.372101 
Email: antique.netsuki@gmail.com 
www.suttonbonsai.co.uk 
Supporting trader: 
Christine Ceramics 
Plus club sales 
 
9&10Oct21 Sat & Sun (Confirmed) 
Dragon Bonsai Autumn Show 
Open workshop & Clinic 
Aberglasney Gardens, Llangathen, 
Carmarthenshire, Wales. SA32 8QH. 
Adm: £9.50 Children Free 
Times: Sat 1000-1600.hrs Sun 1000-
1500.hrs 
Contact: Chris Thomas 07798.798194 
Email: chris.thomas1@sky.com 
 
17Oct21 Sun (Confirmed) 
Midland Bonsai Society Show 
Birmingham Botanicial Gardens,  
Westbourne Road, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham. B15 3TR. 
Adm: tbc. Times: 1000-1630.hrs. 
Contact: Richard Gilkes 07803.593024 
Email: ragilkes@blueyonder.co.uk 
Supporting club: 
Redditch Bonsai Society 
Demonstration by Mark Skan 
Supporting traders: 
David Cheshire Bonsai 
Funky Fish Ceramics 
 
17Oct21 Sun (Cancelled) 
Heathrow Bonsai Show 
Harlington Sports Centre, 
Pinkwell Lane, Harlington, 
Middlesex. UB3 1PB. 
Adm: £5 Children -16 FREE 
Times: 1000-1600.hrs 
Contact: Mark Moreland  07850.771201 
Email: markmoreland@live.co.uk 
www.heathrowbonsai.weebly.com 
  
17Oct21 Sun (Confirmed) 
Blackmore Vale Bonsai Group Auction 
Charlton Remembrance Hall, 
Charlton, Shaftsbury, Dorset. SP7 0PL. 
Adm: Free.  
Viewing Times: 0930-1100 
Auction Times: 1100-1700.hrs. 
Contact: Geoff 01747.853475 & 
07837.781744 
Email: m5eay.geoff@btinternet.com 
www.blackmorevalebonsaigroup.co.uk 
 

Nov21 (Cancelled) 
Stourbridge Bonsai Winter Show 
The Bonded Warehouse, 
Canal Street, Stourbridge. DY8 4LU. 
Adm: tbc. Times: 1000-1600.hrs 
Contact: Rod White 07780.653905 
Email: rodandy46@gmail.com 
 
 

We would remind people the status of all 
events is marked in brackets ie, 
provisional, postponed, confirmed or 
cancelled. Whenever visiting an event 
pleased check for more upto date details 
on the website and if travelling any great 
distance, please confirm the event is still 
running with the event contact person. 
Thank you 

 

********************************** 
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Bonsai Event Reports 
 

To read the full reports with photos on the 
events listed below please visit the website. 
 
28-30Aug21 Sat-Mon 
Bonsai Display 
By Keith Tarpey & Roy Hirst 
Daisy Nook Garden Centre, 
Stannybrook  Road,  Daisy Nook, Failsworth, 
Manchester. M35 9WJ. 
 

5Sep21 Sun 
East Anglian Bonsai Show 
Kesgrave War Memorial Community Centre, 
Twelve Acre Approach, Kesgrave, Suffolk. IP5 
1JF. 
 

11Sep21 Sat  
Bonsai Boys Display 
At Henley Farm & Country Show 
Henley Showground, Hambleden, 
Oxfordshire. RG9 3AS. 
 

12Sep21 Sun  
South Staffs Bonsai Show 
Birmingham Botanical Gardens, 
Westbourne Road, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham, Midlands. B15 3TR. 
 

17-19Sep21 Fri-Sun  
Yorkshire Bonsai Society Display 
At Harrogate Autumn Show 
Newby Hall, Ripon,  
North Yorkshire. HG4 5AE. 
 

18Sep21 Sat  
Chichester Bonsai Exhibition 
Manor Nursery, Pagham Road, 
Runcton, Chichester. PO20 1LJ. 
 

19Sep21 Sun 
South East Bonsai Fair 
Little Fant Farm, Farleigh Lane,  
Maidstone, Kent.  ME16 9LY. 
 

26Sep21 Sun  
National Shohin Exhibition & Car Boot   
Markham Grange Nursery, 
Longlands Lane, Brodsworth, 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire. DN5 7XB. 
 

********************************** 

Club Speaker Nights 
 

At long last clubs are starting to get back to 
meeting physically with visiting speakers 
delivering talks and demonstrations. If you are 
interested in attending a club night as a guest, 
please confirm all details with the club contact  
before making the journey. Thank you.  
 

21Oct21 Thu (1900.hrs) 
Twickenham Bonsai Society 
Talk by David Cheshire 
Subject: Shohin & Mame 
Adm: non-members £16 
Ctc: Tony Ulatowski 07956.362743 
Email: twickenhambonsaiclub@gmail.com 
 

16Nov21 Tue (1945.hrs) 
Middlesex Bonsai Society 
Talk by Andy Jordan 
Subject: Shohin & Mame  
Adm: non-members £5 
Ctc: Chris McEvoy 07983.537069 
Email: christopher.mcevoy1@btinternet.com 
 

********************************** 

Notice Board 
 

UKBA Membership 
Thanking you for your support, today 1Oct21 
UKBA membership stands at a total of 1815, 
expanding daily. 
 

9&10Oct21 Sat & Sun 
Sutton Bonsai Show 
RHS Wisley Gardens. Wisley Gardens, Wisley 
Lane, Wisley, Surrey. GU23 6QB. 
Anybody wanting to visit this show, free entry 
is available on Sunday 10Oct21 at 1000.hrs 
sharp, all you need to do is contact Tony 
Ulatowski and confirm your name and mobile 
telephone number and how many tickets you 
require on or before Wednesday 6Oct21. 
Contact: Tony Ulatowski  07956.362743 or 
email: twickenhambonsaiclub@gmail.com 
 

13Feb22 
Swindon Bonsai Society Winter Image Show  
Stratton Leisure Centre, Grange Drive,  
Stratton St Margaret, Swindon, Wiltshire. SN3 4JY 
The Swindon club have decided not to hold the 
2022 'Winter Image' show due to the 
uncertainty of issues beyond our control. 
Paul 
 

19&20Feb22   
Trophy Show 
Limburghal cv, jaarbeurslaan 6, B-3600 Genk, Belgium. 
After many months of speculation and rumours 
as to whether this show will be going ahead, we 
can now confirm the show is defiantly going to 
take place.   
Don't forget also to book the event in for 
25&26Feb23.  
 

20Mar22 
South East Bonsai Fair 
Following the great success of the event held at 
Little Fant Farm in Maidstone on the 19Sep21 
and popular consenses that this event should 
happen again, Adam Hadley is organising two 
similar events next year 20Mar22 and 18Sep22. 
Please contact him for further details: 
Adam Hadley 07765.522117 
Email: hadoribonsai@gmail.com 
 

8May22 
Expo Bonsai UK 
Submissions to exhibit a tree are now open until 
31Jan22. 
Please e mail: ebuk18@gmail.com for full details. 
Submissions are now coming in at a steady pace 
but get your own in now rather than leaving 
until the last moment. Guidance on hotels is 
available with plenty of choice at fair rates. 
We are looking for submissions for 
consideration to exhibit Mame, Shohin and 
standard sized bonsai. Looking for high quality 
mature trees which will be displayed in an 
appropriate manner as with previous 
ExpoBonsai shows. Each submission will have 
its own 6ft length for display. Exhibitors may 
submit for a maximum of three spaces. 
Submissions will only be accepted through this 
e mail address. 
The show will be in line with any Covid 
restrictions in place at that time. 
 

17Sep22 
Heathrow Bonsai Show 
Bracknell Leisure Centre, Bagshot Road, 
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 9SE. 
This show is totally dedicated to clubs and 
societies up and down the UK, and last time it 

was held 39 Clubs came together for the 
event. Even though Sep22 seems along 
time away, we would ask kindly if your 
club is wanting to participate please let 
us know. Thank you 
Contact: Mark Moreland 07850.771201 
ukbonsaiassociation@gmail.com 
 

Bonsai Focus 2021 Sep/Oct 172/195 
Contact:www.bonsaifocus.com 
Latest edition highlighting: 
Nacho Marin from Venezuela works on a tree. 
Shay Cohen from Israel talks about bonsai pots. 
Francois Jeker from France looks back 
on 19 years evolution of the mugo pine. 
Shigeo Ebihara from Japan shows us an 
unbelievable method of trunk shortening. 
Mario Pavone from Italy talks about his 
passion for bonsai. 
Chiharu Imai  from Japan works on a 
masterpiece Itoigawa Juniper. 
Koji Hiramatsu from Japan works on a 
black pine. 
Alexsandre Escudero from France works 
on a tiny Itoigawa Juniper. 
 

Nebari TV 
Nebari TV would like to take the 
opportunity to thank everyone for the 
support and particularly all of those who 
have contributed in any way to the 
production and / or the promotion of the 
channel.  
For those who have supported the 
channel since the beginning you would 
remember that the show began in the 
pandemic during lockdown while 
individuals were advised to stay home. 
As a result I saw an opportunity to 
create Nebari TV, in hopes of providing 
some sort of entertainment for the 
Bonsai community while providing a 
platform for others to promote their 
hobby/passion/business during this 
difficult time. 
Since then Nebari TV has produced 
some of the best interviews I believe the 
world wide Bonsai community have ever 
seen. However, lockdown has now 
thankfully come to an end and things are 
returning back to some sort of normality 
so I have made the decision therefore to 
put Nebari TV and the production there 
of on hold until further notice. Again I 
would like to thank everyone for the 
support and particularly all of those who 
have contributed in any way to the 
production and or the promotion of the 
channel.  Best Wishes.      Claud. 
 

Bonsai South West 
We apologise for printing the wrong 
contact details for Bonsai South West 
run by Fred Meyer in last months bulletin 
Visitors by appointment only are 
welcome, this can be arranged by 
contacting Fred. 
Mon-Sun 1100-1700.hrs 
Tel: 07399.124175 
Email: bonsaisouthwest@hotmail.com 
 

South Yorkshire Bonsai Society 
With immediate effect South Yorkshire 
Bonsai Society moves its monthly club 
night meetings to the 4th Thursday of 
every month between 2000.hrs-2200.hrs 
at the new location of Deepcar Village 
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Hall, Deepcar, Sheffield, South Yorkshire. S36 
2NH. 
For further details contact Graham Morris 
0114.2888027 
Email: info@southyorksbonsai.org.uk 
www.southyorksbonsai.org.uk 
 
Wessex Bonsai Society 
With immediate effect Wessex Bonsai Society 
moves its monthly club meetings to the Last 
Sunday every month between 0900.hrs-1300.hrs 
at the new location of Howe Croft Community 
Centre, 1 Turnbull Lane, Bournemouth. BH11 
9BG. 
For further details contact Julie Collins 
07870.114767 
Email: Wessexbonsaisociety@ymail.com 
Website: Wessexbonsai.co.uk 
Facebook: WessexBonsaiSociety 
 

********************************** 

Monthly Tasks 
Below is a list of bonsai tasks to be carried out 
during the month of October, it must be 
adapted to your localised conditions and is 
meant only as a general advisory list of tasks 
for the bonsai enthusiast. 
 

Bonsai in October 
This is the time to start preparing for the 
winter now that autumn is here. It is a chance 
to review your requirements and options for 
winter protection and prepare your trees. It is 
also a great time of year to admire your 
deciduous bonsai trees as they put on a good 
autumnal display. Here is a quick generic guide 
to bonsai in October as the colder and wet 
weather starts to arrive in the UK. 
 

Preparation for Winter 
Check all your bonsai trees for health to ensure 
that before they are all in good health before 
the change in weather as the stronger your 
trees are the better chances they have of coming 
through the winter in good health. 
Ensure that before placing them under cover or 
into a cold greenhouse that the leaves for 
broadleaves have been removed as dead leaves 
rot and can cause mould and fungi to build up 
and affect the buds for next spring. 
The leaves should fall naturally but some 
species tend to hold onto their leaves longer so 
if they do not fall naturally then they can be 
removed once they have changed colour and 
start to fade or shrivel. 
 

Watering 
Your bonsai trees will still need watering but 
not as often as their growth rate has slowed 
right down so the water uptake has also slowed 
down and the trees are going into winter 
dormancy. 
At this time of year if your trees are still outside, 
they will be getting watered naturally by the 
rainfall and morning dew. However, monitor 
the moisture level to ensure your bonsai trees 
are not water logged as this can cause roots to 
rot. 
If your bonsai trees are under cover check daily 
and water if required to keep the soil damp / 
moist but not soaking wet. 
Any bonsai being kept indoors should be 
watered regularly but this will have slowed 
down from a daily watering. They will be 
loosing moisture due to the higher 
temperatures inside drying out the soil and the 

tropical species still tend to grow during the 
winter period inside. 
Ideal time to water is in the morning to allow 
the water time to dissipate and to reduce the 
surface water should the temperature cool 
down overnight. 
 

Re-potting 
This is a good time to check your bonsai 
supplies and soils as the repotting season is 
coming and it is good to have sufficient supplies 
in stock. 
If you are looking to change the pot that you 
have the correct pot size to repot into. 
 

Feeding 
Generally feeding in October is not required as 
broadleaves trees are becoming dormant and 
are without leaves or shedding their leaves. You 
can continue to lightly feed conifers and 
evergreens during this period. 
Also continue to lightly feed tropical trees that 
are kept indoors if they are still showing signs 
of growth to sustain them during this period. 
 

Pruning 
This is a great time of year to review your 
bonsai trees and check the structural image of 
the tree as well as the tracery and branch 
placement. Broadleaved trees are especially 
easy as they have for most species lost their 
leaves and are dormant. You can remove 
unwanted structural branches but remember to 
cover the wounds with wound paste or sealant 
as the trees are dormant and will not be able to 
respond to the pruning as effectively. Otherwise 
just mark the branch(es) to remove and wait till 
the Spring to then remove them. 
This is also a good time to carve dead wood, 
jins and sharis now that the leaves are starting 
to fall. 
 

Trimming 
This is not required to broadleaved trees in 
October. However, you may still need to trim 
the new shoots off tropical trees that are 
growing indoors to control the growth and 
develop ramification. 
This is the best time to remove old needles from 
two needle pines and clean out the dead needles 
and carry out any structural pruning of pines. 
 

Root pruning 
None required yet as not quite the repotting 
season. 
 

Insects and pests 
Continue to check your bonsai trees over fully 
for pests, insects and diseases as some insects 
can over winter on or in your trees like red 
spider mite, scale insect. 
Pests are also likely if the weather is mild so 
worth checking to avoid disappointment in the 
spring when buds or leaves fail to flush due to 
pest attack. Typical pests still around include 
scale insect, mites, aphids and soil borne larva, 
vine weevil and beetles. 
 

Moss and weed control 
This is the time to carry out pre winter 
preparation and to remove any weed and moss 
issues particularly around the trunks of bonsai 
trees prior to winter. 
The aim is to have a clear surface of the soil for 
improved moisture movement as well as 
prevent bark rot from wet moss. You can use a 
range of techniques including a diluted vinegar 
application on the bark which you apply and 
then 

around a week of two later the moss 
removes more easily with a light brush 
action (tooth brush works well). 
 

Wiring 
If wire is present on your bonsai tree 
check whether it is still serving a purpose 
and is taught and not digging into the 
bark causing wire marks and re-set if 
necessary or tighten. This is the time to 
start removing , adjusting or re-applying 
wire. 
This is also a good time to wire Pines and 
Larches to set the branches over the 
winter and it is an easier time to wire 
certain species like broadleaved varieties 
as the leaves have fallen off. 
 

Protection 
For those trees in your bonsai collection 
that are more sensitive to cold weather 
try to provide them with some winter 
protection from the frosts especially if 
they are in small pots. The smaller the 
tree the more vulnerable to winter 
weather damage they are. 
Options for protection include 
· Under benches 
· Cold greenhouse 
· Cold frames 
· Shade netting 
· Fleeces 
· Double potting placing on pot inside a 
larger pot 
· Pot protection with fleeces, polystyrene, 
wooden box 
Certain tree species are more vulnerable 
due to their sensitive foliage type or root 
type so protect species like Yews, 
Ginkgo’s, Ilex, Swamp Cypress and 
species with fleshy roots. 
 

Propagation 
This is the start of the lifting season for 
digging trees and shrubs out of the 
ground in preparation to transplant 
them. If you are looking to collect a tree 
known as Yamadori then this is the start 
of the season to prepare trees for winter 
collection. This can be done by cutting a 
circle around the rooting area in the 
ground now prior to lifting the tree fully 
in the coming months. 
This is also a great time to start 
collecting seed in preparation for 
planting them up for next March in the 
Spring. 
Hardwood cuttings can also be taken in 
October as a method of propagating 
from your trees that are now not in leaf. 
 

Assessment 
This is also a good time to photograph 
your bonsai trees and update their 
records for re-potting timings, feeding 
regimes, soil type etc as it is sometimes 
hard to keep track of what you do for 
each tree when you start increasing your 
collection. Keeping a photographic 
record does come in very useful over the 
years to see the trees development and 
your progress. 
 

********************************** 

Collectables 
Pin Badges 
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Please check out the pin badge section under 
collectables on the website, if you have any 
badges we have not listed, please send us an 
image of the badge and we will add it to the 
section. Thank you  
This month we are again highlighting pin 
badges from the United States, see website for 
more badges. 
*********************************** 

United States Badges 

 
Fort Walton Beach Bonsai Society 

Image supplied by Dan Barton 
***** 

 
ABS BCI Louisville 2011 

Image supplied by Jim Gould 
***** 

 
North American Collection NBF 

Image supplied by Jonathan Cain / NZ 
***** 

 
Chase Rosade 

Image supplied by Paul Bowerbank 
********************************** 

Books 
 
The book section on the website can be found in 
the knowledge section, we have nearly sixty 
books listed and ask kindly if you can 
recommend a book, old or new and we don't 
have it listed on the website, please email us an 
image, the title of the book, the authors name, 
the date published, the ISBN (International 

Standard Book Number) and of course can we 
use your name or do you want to be anonymous? 
 

 
Christian Pessey 

Introducing Bonsai 
Published: 1989 

ISBN: 0600566994 
Image supplied by Tony Hardcastle 

***** 

 
Dave Pike 

Bonsai Step By Step 
To Growing Success 
ISBN: 1852231289 

Image supplied by Mark Warders 
***** 

 
Harry Tomlinson 

Complete Book Of Bonsai 
ISBN: 863184847 

Image supplied by Mark Moreland 
***** 

 
Isabelle & Remy Samson 
Creative Art Of Bonsai 

ISBN: 0600601803 
Image supplied by Nigel Bevard 

 
*********************************** 

 
UKBA Quiz Oct21 

LOGISTIC PUZZLE 
Mid- Northumberland Bonsai Society 
is running a competition with the 
chance of winning a prize bonsai.  
To enter members have to create a 
tokonoma (including a specimen tree 
and an accent plant) for under £500.  
The club committee judged the exhibits 
and selected 5 finalists.  
Can you match each finalist with their 
tree, accent plant and cost? 
Kuma chose a sedge for his accent 
plant.  
This was also the judges favourite. 
Kuma was very close to the maximum 
budget, spending £496. 
The tokonoma displaying the maple 
cost less than £444. 
The person who spent the least amount 
of money chose a primrose for their 
accent planting.  
This was not Wendy. whose tree was a 
maple. 
James created a temperate forest theme 
so he chose a pine for his main tree. He 
spent £478 and his accent was not a 
kosomono. 
A juniper was the tree chosen by Ben. 
He spent less than Robert whose accent 
was a dwarf hosta. 
[Tip:- record in the grid all the 
information obtained from the clues by 
using ticks and crosses; use elimination 
and cross-referencing to solve the 
puzzle]. 

 
 

Answers to Sept21 Quiz 
 

Sandwich £4. 
Coffee £3; 
Crisps £2; 
Banana £1. 

 
 

For bulletin queries: 07850.771201 
markmoreland@live.co.uk 

ukbonsaiassociation@gmail.com  


